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Contain Inc announces a financing

agreement arranged between Edible

Beats Restaurant Group & a prominent

lender for a FarmBox Foods container

farm.

RENO, NV, UNITED STATES, July 7, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Contain Inc is

pleased to announce a financing

agreement arranged between Edible

Beats Restaurant Group and a

prominent lender for a controlled-

environment container farm, FarmBox

Foods. Edible Beats is a locally owned

Denver-based restaurant group known

for its diverse menus and healthy,

plant-based dishes that highlight local

and seasonal ingredients. Edible Beats

will be able to grow herbs, leafy greens,

salad greens, and various produce

organically and year-round with the

container farm that will be attached to their Vital Root location.

“We have always sought opportunities to be more responsible to the sourcing, growing, and

handling of the incredible ingredients that we get,” said Justin Cucci of Edible Beats Restaurant

Group. “With the FarmBox Food container, we can grow hyper-local, organic, year-round produce

that will be featured at all of our restaurants. We feel this is just the beginning of what we can

grow, and we are eager to add the mushroom grow operation in the future”  

Edible Beats purchased the container from FarmBox Foods, a Colorado-based company that

builds automated farms that grow gourmet mushrooms, leafy greens, and culinary herbs. To

FarmBox, controlled-environment agriculture is the future, and this deal is one of many leading

us towards a more decentralized and eco-friendly food system.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://contain.ag
https://www.ediblebeats.com/
https://www.ediblebeats.com/
https://farmboxfoods.com/
https://farmboxfoods.com/
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“I think we’re going to see a lot more of

these types of programs going

forward,” said Chris Michlewicz, Chief

Public Relations Officer at FarmBox.

“Restaurants are realizing that their

produce is fresher and has a longer

shelf life when they have a container

farm on site. It’s a reliable and

sustainable source of food, and it’s

more eco-friendly because you no

longer have to transport food in from

elsewhere.”

Likewise, Contain Inc is thrilled to

support Edible Beats as it ventures into

indoor ag. “We're delighted to have

assisted SemiMojo and FarmBox Foods

in this innovative initiative.  Contain is

always excited to see more fresh food

made available to consumers.

Customers appreciate freshness and quality produce, year round.  Restaurants and container

farms make this possible”, said Doug Harding, Head of Leasing & Vendor Relations at Contain

Inc. “We are thrilled to have collaborated with Edible Beets and Farm Box Foods on this project. It

With the FarmBox Food

container, we can grow

hyper-local, organic, year-

round produce that will be

featured at all of our

restaurants. We feel this is

just the beginning of what

we can grow”

Justin Cucci of Edible Beats

Restaurant Group

aligns perfectly with Contain's mission of supporting the

controlled environment agriculture industry in its financing

needs”.

The container farm is being built and customized for Edible

Beats,  and will produce ingredients for all of the EB

concepts, Linger, Root Down, Vital Root, El Five, and

Ophelais.

About Contain Inc

Contain is out to empower the indoor ag industry of

tomorrow. Our first and key mission is bringing easier and

faster financing to controlled environment agriculture, but

we aren't stopping there. We create platforms to move the industry forward, and most

importantly, find ways to make indoor ag more accessible to farmers of all stripes.

Contact Contain:

Doug Harding, Leasing & Vendor Relations

doug@contain.ag | 760-330-1199
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About Edible Beats

Edible Beats is a locally owned

independent restaurant group that

operates such diverse concepts as

Linger, Root Down, El Five, Ophelais,

and Vital Root. “Walking the walk” is

important to us and the various

aspects of sustainable & local food

sourcing, up-cycled design, and

authentic Hospitality.

About FarmBox Foods

FarmBox Foods was founded to help provide a sustainable, eco-friendly food source to places

where there is a lack of access to farm-fresh produce. The company’s mission is to use container

farms to decentralize the food supply chain and empower local communities.

Doug Harding

Contain Inc

doug@contain.ag
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